Experimental Multi-scale analysis of Carbon/Epoxy Composites Nano-Reinforced by Carbon Nanotubes/Multi-layer Graphene
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Nano-size structures, nanotubes/multi-layer graphene (CNT/MLG), were dispersed into epoxy system by a combination of sonication and high shear mixing. To avoid CNT/MLG agglomeration, a non-covalent functionalization were performed using surfactants, CO890 - Polyoxyethylene (40) nonylphenyl ether and SDBS - sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate. Raman spectroscopy and Fourier transformed Infra-red analysis indicated that CO890-MLG and SDBS-CNT have strong chemical interactions. Atomic force microscopy revealed formation of "spike-like" nanostructures for SDBS-CNT combination and "wall-like" nano-shape structures for the CO890-MLG ones. Tensile tests data indicate no significant change on stiffness. In average, the ultimate stress increased around 18%, while toughness had an improvement close to 62%. SDBS-CNT and CO890-MLG at small concentrations (0.075 wt. %) are probably the best options for nano-reinforcement of carbon/epoxy composites.
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1. Introduction

Multi-layer graphene (MLG) and carbon nanotubes (CNT) are two of allotropes structures which present fascinating and unique properties due to the combination of the reduced dimensions and the different lattice structure. As described by Kuilla et al., the tensile strength of graphene is much higher than steel, aramid fibers or natural rubber; its thermal conductivity is higher than all these materials and the electrical conductivity is also higher than these materials, except for steel. Lee et al. mentioned that graphene effective elastic modulus follows a normal distribution with a peak close to 1.0 TPa and as commented by Avila et al., this high stiffness and elevated strength can be attributed to the elevated specific surface area (= 2600m²/g) and the strong carbon-carbon covalent bonds.

The recent changes on CNT and graphene synthesis led to a decreased into its cost. As a consequence, the number of researchers using carbon based nanostructures increased, and the results on nano-reinforcement of composites laminates are encouraging. Among those researchers are Kim et al whom described no significant increase on tensile properties of the addition of CNTs to carbon fibers/epoxy laminates. Nonetheless, they noticed an enhancement on flexural modulus (=12%) and strength (=18%) with the addition of 0.3 wt. % of CNT to the epoxy system. These properties enhancement can be attributed to changes into flexural failure mechanisms.

To avoid the graphene/CNT cluster/agglomerates Tkalya et al. recommended the usage of surfactants. According to them, during the dispersion process by sonication (by bath or horn) carbon based nanostructures are exfoliated into individual nanostructure. This debundle/exfoliation process is due to the mechanical energy provided by sonication which overcomes the Van der Waals interactions between CNT bundles or graphene platelets. If this energy is removed, the individual nanostructures have the tendency to agglomerate. The usage of surfactants during the sonication promotes the surfactant molecules adsorption onto individual exfoliated nanostructures and consequently avoiding agglomeration. The idea of using surfactants into aqueous solution to disperse carbon based nanostructures and later on incorporate the exfoliated nanostructures into polymeric solution was proposed by Pu et al. The called the attention that pristine graphene is naturally hydrophobic, therefore, producing a stable suspension (graphene in water or organic solvent) is a critical issue during the nanocomposite synthesis. Both Tkalya et al. and Pu et al. investigated the usage of...
surfactants as carbon based nanostructures (graphene or CNT) dispersion "facilitator". As discussed by them, from the large number of surfactants two can be considered the most promising, i.e. nonylphenylether (CO890) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). According to Mital⁸, the usage of surfactants not only create a stable solution (graphene or CNT in water or organic solvent) but it is also allows the network formation inside the polymer matrix. This percolation process can lead to multifunctional composites, which includes electrical conductivity.

It is clear that CNTs and graphene nanosheets are promising as reinforcement for nanocomposites, but the dispersion process and the cluster formation are problems to be overcome. To incorporate CNTs and graphene into composite materials it is essential to achieve their stable suspension. Due to the van der Waals forces between nanotubes and graphene sheets this structures have the tendency to form clusters/agglomerates. Although covalent chemical functionalization has been proposed to improve the dispersion of these carbon based nanostructures, this method could affect some of their properties. According to Bystrzejewski et al.⁹ as non-covalent modification is based on the adsorption of molecules onto the CNTs/graphene surface, their structures are not disturbed. To avoid graphene/CNT agglomeration Tkalya et al.⁶ suggested the usage of surfactants. Therefore, a wide variety of surfactants have been studied and used for preparing stable dispersions of CNT/graphene.

This paper investigates how changes on atomic level, non-covalent functionalization, affects the morphology of carbon based nanostructures formation and the overall composite materials mechanical properties. It is important to point-out that this research is focusing on understanding how two different carbon based nanostructures (CNT and MLG) functionalized by surfactants, at optimum or near-optimum conditions⁶,⁷ can influence the overall composite material mechanical behavior. Therefore, by keeping the carbon/epoxy contents the same and varying the CNT/MLG contents, it will be possible to try to establish a correlation between these two types of nanostructures and the composites' mechanical response.

2. Materials and Experimental Procedures

The carbon nanotubes (CNT) employed in this research were multi-walled carbon nanotubes grown by vapor chemical deposition¹⁰, with diameters between 5 to 10 nm and aspect ratio (length/diameter) from 50-100. Graphene was actually a multi-layered graphene (MLG) synthetized by a top-down process which employed graphite as precursor¹¹. MLG used in this research had between 5 and 30 layers of mono-layer graphene.

Due to hydrophobic nature of CNT an ionic surfactant (SDBS - sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate) was used to exfoliate CNT in water⁴. SDBS is supposed to allow CH of aliphatic groups to interact with carbon nanotubes. For MLG a non-ionic surfactant (IGEPAL CO890 - Polyoxyethylene (40) nonylphenyl ether) was used into the exfoliating process in water³. It is expected that CO890 will enhance CH groups in alkanes and CO groups to interact with graphene layers. As described by Pu et al.⁷, the optimum concentrations for CNT exfoliation in water is 200 ppm of SDBS, while they recommend 300 ppm of CO890 for exfoliation of MLG in water. Non-covalent bonds formed due to surfactant usage were expected to prevent agglomeration of CNT/MLG when dispersed into epoxy systems. Figures 1A-B show the chemical structures for SDBS and CO890, respectively⁶,⁷.

![Surfactants chemical formulas](image1)

Figure 1. Surfactants chemical formulas. (a) SDBS; (b) CO890

The epoxy system used is a bisphenol - diglycidyl A resin with an amine hardener. The resin/hardener ratio, in weight, suggested by the manufacturer was 3:1. Table 1 summarizes each material employed and its concentrations.
The samples’ manufacturing process can be described by the following steps:

1. **Nanostructures non-covalent functionalization:** in a beaker with 500 ml of distilled water 1 g of carbon based nanostructure (CNT or MLG) were dispersed using a sonicator (Q500 from QSonica) at 42 KHz with the appropriate amount of surfactant for 1 hour. The aqueous solution is later on dried in an oven at 100°C for 24 hours.

2. **Nanostructures dispersion:** the appropriate amount of CNT or MLG (see Table 1) was dispersed into the epoxy resin using a high shear mixer (Turrax T-25 - IKA) at 17400 RPM for 1 hours followed by 1 hour sonication (Q500 - QSonica);

3. **Composite hand lay-up and post-cure:** the nano-modified resin and hardener were mixed at 3:1 ratio in weight using a mechanical mixer (IKA RW-20) at 300 RPM for 5 minutes and degassed for another 5 minutes. The epoxy system was incorporated to carbon fibers using hand lay-up. The 8 layers composite plates (with thickness of 1.6 mm) were cure on air for 24 hours followed by a post-cure in a hot press for 6 hours at 80°C and 1.0 atm of pressure. The tensile samples followed the ASTM D-3039 standard12. They were cut from the composite plates using a diamond saw.

   The tensile tests were performed in an EMIC DL-1000 universal testing machine using a 100 KN load cell and a 25 mm extensometer. All tests followed the ASTM D-3039 standard, which implies a velocity test of 2.0 mm/min. The infra-red spectroscopy analysis was performed using an Alpha Bruker FTIR spectrometer with an ATR-Ge from 4000 to 400 cm⁻¹ at 2 cm⁻¹ interval. Potassium bromide (KBr) and the non-covalent functionalized nanostructures were mixed in a ratio of 100/1, then ground and pressed in a die to yield a transparent "window". FTIR samples were prepared under UV light in other to evaporate any water molecules. The Raman spectroscopy analysis was performed using a Horiba Jobin Yvon LABRAM-HR spectrometer with a helium-neon laser with 632.8 nm wavelength, with a CCD detector (charged coupled device) cooled by liquid nitrogen and an Olympus BHX microscope with lens of 10, 50 and 100X magnification. All Raman samples were in powder form. The atomic force analysis was performed using an MFP-3D-SA Atomic Force Microscopy from Asylum Research Incorporated. The samples for AFM analysis were prepared using a Leica UC6 ultra-microtome.

### 3. Data Analysis

This investigation is based on multi-scale experimental analysis. At nano-scale FTIR and Raman spectroscopy study were performed. At sub-micron scale the nanostructures' morphology were described by atomic force microscopy. The macroscopic scale investigation was performed through tensile tests. The main objective is to create an integrated methodology that can correlate the three scales from atomistic to macroscopic analysis.

#### 3.1 FTIR and Raman Spectroscopy

The first set of experiments were based on interactions between the carbon based nanostructures, i.e. CNT and MLG, and the surfactants. According to Ju et al13, the interaction between two substances (in our case, surfactant and carbon based nanostructures) can be identified by the presence of characteristic bands of the surfactant in the spectrum of functionalized nanostructures.

The FTIR spectra of the surfactants (SDBS and CO890) and their characteristic bands are shown in Figures 2A and 2B, respectively. As described by Tao et al14, the FTIR characteristic peaks for SDBS are at 2922 cm⁻¹ and 2853 cm⁻¹ (relative to the axial deformations of CH of aliphatic groups). As the CO890 surfactant is a non-ionic one the characteristic peaks are different. Baomin et al15 defined three important peaks, i.e. the 2883 cm⁻¹ band (axial deformation of CH in alkanes), the 947 cm⁻¹ band (stretch CO) and the 841 cm⁻¹ band (adjacent 2H in an aromatic ring). Interactions between carbon based nanostructures (CNT or MLG) and surfactants (SDBS or CO890) can be identified by the presence of characteristic bands of the surfactant in the spectrum of functionalized nanostructures.

The FTIR spectra of the surfactants (SDBS and CO890) and their characteristic bands are shown in Figures 2A and 2B, respectively. As described by Tao et al14, the FTIR characteristic peaks for SDBS are at 2922 cm⁻¹ and 2853 cm⁻¹ (relative to the axial deformations of CH of aliphatic groups). As the CO890 surfactant is a non-ionic one the characteristic peaks are different. Baomin et al15 defined three important peaks, i.e. the 2883 cm⁻¹ band (axial deformation of CH in alkanes), the 947 cm⁻¹ band (stretch CO) and the 841 cm⁻¹ band (adjacent 2H in an aromatic ring). Interactions between carbon based nanostructures (CNT or MLG) and surfactants (SDBS or CO890) can be identified by the presence of such peaks into the FTIR spectrum.

Figures 2C-2D showed the FTIR spectra for CNT and MLG without functionalization, as grown, while figures 2E-2F showed the FTIR spectra for CNT and MLG functionalized using SDBS. The SDBS' characteristic bands at 2922 cm⁻¹
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Figure 2. FTIR Spectra. (a) SDBS; (b) CO890; (c) CNT; (d) MLG; (e) SDBS+CNT; (f) SDBS+MLG; (g) CO890+CNT; (h) CO890+MLG;
Figure 3. Raman Spectra. (a) MLG; (b) CO890+MLG; (c) SDBS+MLG; (d) CNT; (e) CO890+CNT; (f) SDBS+CNT;
and 2853 cm$^{-1}$ are identified for both cases. These bands are relative to the nonpolar portion of the surfactant and their presence in the functionalized nanostructured spectra indicates an interaction of this part of the molecule with the carbon nanostructures. It is also possible to observe that there was a decrease in the relative absorbance between these two bands when the nanostructures are mixed with the surfactant. According to Guo et al.$^{16}$, changes in band intensity suggest a strong interaction between substances after mixing. In the case of SDBS+CNT the decrease in relative absorbance was higher than in SDBS+MLG. These data indicate that both MLG and CNT interacted with SDBS and that the affinity of this surfactant is higher with CNT than with MLG.

When the CO890 interaction was analyzed, a different scenario was observed. The CO890+CNT seem not have any interaction (Figure 2G), as no CO890 characteristic peaks were identified into the functionalized specimen. For the CO890+MLG specimen, the CO890 three characteristic bands were observed, i.e. 2883 cm$^{-1}$, 947 cm$^{-1}$, 841 cm$^{-1}$ (see Figure 2H). This result indicates that there is an interaction of the apolar part of this surfactant with the MLG nanostructure. A complementary analysis can be done using Raman spectroscopy.$^{17}$

In the Raman spectra for CNT and MLG, it is possible to observe the bands characteristic to the sp$^2$ hybridized carbon structures. The band G is located at approximately 1580 cm$^{-1}$ corresponds to the stretch of the C-C bond and the G' band (also called 2D) can be identified at approximately 2725 cm$^{-1}$. Note that according to Kim et al.$^{18}$, in nano-crystalline

---

**Figure 4.** AFM Observations. (a) 0.075 wt.% CNT; (b) 0.15 wt.% CNT; (c) 0.30 wt.% CNT;

**Figure 5.** AFM Observations. (a) 0.075 wt.% MLG; (b) 0.15 wt.% MLG; (c) 0.30 wt.% MLG;
samples or with imperfections in the structure, it is possible to observe the appearance of the D band at approximately 1350 cm\(^{-1}\). Englert et al.\(^{17}\) observed that an increase in the ID/IG ratio may be related to a satisfactory functionalization of the carbon nanostructures. The ID/IG ratios shown in Figure 2 are the mean of the values obtained in the different analyzes for each sample. For the MLG cases, the ID/IG ratio without surfactant was equal to 0.17 (Figure 3A). This ratio, however, changed to 0.26 (Figure 3B) and 0.22 (Figure 3C) when the MLG were functionalized with CO890 and SDBS, respectively. It is possible to conclude that for MLG, CO890 provided a better functionalization. It can be seen in the CNT cases, the ID/IG ratio of 1.0 (Figure 3D) changed to 1.05 with CO890 functionalization (Figure 3E) and to 1.08 with SDBS (Figure 3F). These values indicate that the functionalization of CNT is more effective using SDBS than CO890, a conclusion similar to that obtained in FTIR analysis.

As it can be observed by FTIR and Raman spectroscopy data each carbon based nanostructure has more affinity to individual surfactant. The best options are MLG+CO890 and CNT+SDBS. The interaction between surfactant-carbon based nanostructures is an evidence of effective functionalization. A good functionalization can be translated into strong bonds at the fiber/matrix interface, which can have direct influence into the overall mechanical properties. However, as the carbon based nanostructure concentrations were different, it is important to establish a relation between these concentrations and the nanostructure morphology formed during the dispersion process. Lee et al.\(^{19}\) pointed out that these sub-micron nanostructures can affect the overall composite mechanical properties. Moreover, Shah and Batra\(^{20}\) went further, as they pointed that non-covalent functionalization has direct effect into nanostructure morphology. This analysis must be performed using atomic force microscopy at sub-micron scale.

### 3.2 Atomic Force Microscopy Analysis

CNT based nano-structures are mainly unidirectional one in a "spike-like" shape. As concentrations increased not only the spatial distribution was uniformly wide spread, but an increase on height was also observed (Figure 4A-C). This phenomenon can be attributed to the usage of surfactants (SDBS). SDBS inhibits cluster/agglomeration formation but at same time "facilitates" chemical bonds between small quantities of CNT can create Van der Waals bonds between them and the SDBS.

MLG nanostructures have a "wall-like" shape. This shape was expected as we are dealing with multi-layer graphene nanostructures. Again, the increase on concentration of CO890-MLG into the epoxy system lead to increase on nanostructure height and width. CO890 proven to be effective into prevent cluster/agglomeration formation. Moreover, like SDBS some Van der Waals bonds can be formed between MLG nanostructures. This hypothesis can be confirmed by the increase on MLG nanostructure size (Figure 5A-C). Large nanostructures such as the ones observed in Figure 4C can have an opposite effect into nano-reinforcement. As it can be seen as "hot-spots" for stress concentration formation. Small and wide spread nano-size structures (see Figure 4A-5A) can act in favor of blocking and deflecting crack propagation at nano/micro-level.

### 3.3 Tensile Tests Analysis

Based on ANOVA - analysis of variance of tensile test stiffness data, it is possible to conclude that there is no significant difference on mean values at level of significance of 0.05 (see Table II). Therefore, it is likely to infer that nano-structures addition to epoxy system did not affect the overall composite Young's moduli. Small variations can be attributed to different factors, e.g. local in-homogeneity, geometric imperfections or localized stress concentrations. The ultimate stresses, however, seem to be largely influenced by the nanostructures' addition to the epoxy system. The mean values for CNT-0075, CNT-015 and MLG0075 groups are statistically different from the control group. It is a well-known fact that ultimate stress is related to crack formation and its propagation during the tensile test. The good results from CNT-0075, CNT-015 and MLG-0075 groups can be due to nanostructures' effective dispersion into the matrix. These nanostructures, shown in Figure 4A-4B-5A, may act as barriers by blocking and/or deflecting crack propagation, which lead to increase on energy dissipation. The average increase on ultimate stress was around 18.25%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>575.76±29.38</td>
<td>55.44±5.20</td>
<td>12.98±0.67</td>
<td>14.21±2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNT-0.075</td>
<td>666.17±27.95</td>
<td>70.10±7.54</td>
<td>10.93±0.35</td>
<td>23.96±4.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNT-0.150</td>
<td>680.86±56.15</td>
<td>63.73±2.79</td>
<td>11.91±0.39</td>
<td>20.96±1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNT-0.300</td>
<td>610.65±64.89</td>
<td>57.04±3.52</td>
<td>12.94±0.72</td>
<td>17.68±2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLG-0.075</td>
<td>666.32±20.69</td>
<td>56.76±1.69</td>
<td>13.30±0.42</td>
<td>17.34±0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLG-0.150</td>
<td>649.43±48.73</td>
<td>54.79±3.01</td>
<td>12.97±1.72</td>
<td>16.65±0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLG-0.300</td>
<td>580.35±25.05</td>
<td>51.04±3.13</td>
<td>13.88±0.37</td>
<td>13.72±1.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Small concentrations (0.075 wt.% and 0.15 wt.%) seem to act in favor of a more uniform distribution, which makes the crack propagation most likely to be blocked or deflected in a more effective away. This more efficient dispersion process can be attributed to the sonication process. During sonication vibration is induced to the nanostructures (CNT or MLG) up to a point, when the fundamental frequency of CNT or MLG is reached. At this moment, the resonance effect takes place and, CNT or MLG are uniformly spread. For larger concentrations (0.15 wt. % and 0.30 wt. % for MLG and 0.30 wt. % for CNT), the resonance effect is reduced due to the nanostructures interactions, as they "bump to each other".

Another important issue is the composites' toughness, which is represented by the area below the stress-strain curve. An ANOVA analysis detected that all mean values are statistically different, with level of significance of 0.05, from the control sample group. The average increase on toughness with respect to control samples group was around 68.61%. A possible explanation for such increase relays in two factors: the first one is a uniform or at least quasi-uniform distribution of nano-size structures. Notice that CNT and MLG nanostructures have an elastic moduli of 1000 GPa. These nano-size "barriers" make crack formation and propagation more difficult. The second factor is the possible increase on fiber/matrix adhesion due to chemical bonds formed by the usage of surfactants (SDBS or CO890). This observation was also corroborated by Shah et al [20], which stated that fiber/matrix interaction is also improved by the surfactant usage. The increase on failure strain (see Table II) is also an indication that nano-modified composites can sustain more damage previously to failure.

The size (around 180 nm) and spatial distribution of MLG-030 nanostructure (see Figure 5C) formed could be the reason for small decrease on toughness with respect to control samples group. In all other cases, the nanostructures were able to provide an increase on toughness moduli. Furthermore, if only toughness is considered small concentrations lead to more effective damage tolerance and more effective energy dissipation. In sum, CNT and MLG nanostructures are viable options for epoxy matrix nano-reinforcement. The usage of surfactants is highly recommended, SDBS for CNT and CO890 for MLG. The nanostructure size effect is also an important issue when tensile tests are considered. A rule of thumb can be smaller nanostructures can lead to better results with respect to strength and toughness. Finally, stiffness seems to be not affected by the carbon based nano-reinforcement, while strength and toughness are greatly influenced by CNT/MLG.

4. Conclusions

A multi-scale analysis of carbon/epoxy nano-modified composites by carbon nanotubes or multi-layer graphene was performed. FTIR analysis and Raman spectroscopy indicated a strong chemical interaction between CO890 and MLG and from SDBS and CNT. These interactions, mainly by the Van der Waals bonds, prevent the cluster/agglomeration formation when these nano-size structures are dispersed into epoxy systems and incorporated to carbon fibers. AFM observations detected "spike-like" nanostructures when CNT are dispersed into epoxy systems, while "wall-like" nano and sub-micro size structures were formed by CO890-MLG were dispersed into epoxy systems. No significant changes on stiffness were observed with CNT or MLG addition. However, strength and toughness were greatly influenced by the nanostructure type (CNT or MLG), size and spatial distribution. The average increase on strength was around 18%, while toughness had an increase on average of approximately 62%. SDBS-CNT and CO890-MLG at small concentrations seem to be best options for carbon/epoxy composites nano-reinforcement.
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